BLANCHA!RD GRIINDIINIG

The Blanchard method of machining and finishing Aat
surfaces has such broad applic.ation that Blanchard
Grinding should be considered for machini_ng any flat
surface, unobstructed by projections, requiring better
finish or accuracy than would result from a roughing
cut.
Continuous development of the Grinders and
Wheels has extended the field of Blanchard Gril1Cling
to new materials, closer limits and finer finishes. The
materials ground include the usual ferrous metals;
many nOll-ferrous metals such as alumiuum, magne
ium, copper, brass and bronze; also glass, carbon,
plastics, and miJlerals such as quartz, agate and
sapphire. Extremely close limits of size; Aatness that is
be t mElasured with an optical flat. and finishes meas
uring only a few micro-inches. are all obtainable by
Blanchard Grinding.
There are, everal advantage' in using a Blanchard
Grinder lor machining flat. urfaces.
Accuracy is readily obtained becau e the compact
and rigid construction of our Grinders gives the
necessary support to the wh el and the work. The
three-point column support provides for maintaining
correct aJignment throughout the lif(~ of the Grinder.
Production is high, both a measured by the time of
grinding a huck load of work and by the daily or
weekly output of a variety of work. Magnetic chu 'k
iJJg is quick and I' duces idle ma 'hine time when
hanging jobs. Most work. whether magnetic or not,
is held eith I' directly or indire tly by maO'neti m.
Some work requires fixtures whi h are usually im
pIe and quickly operated.
Opera ion i~ asy hecau e the Grinder is simpl and
has onveniently loea d controls that require no effort.
lanchard Grind r
are exceptionally durable
machines, able to deliver full pro(hl'tion for long
periods of time. a a minimum maintenance cost..
Our organization has specialized in the design,
building and application of Blanchard Grinders for
over fifty years and stands ready to help our cus
tomers obtain full value from their investment. Our
ac 'uIDulated experience is available to engineer the
applications of Blanchard Grinding and to follow up
in the field with expert service.
This catalog describes the
o. 11 Grinder, a
generally used size and type of Blanchard Grinder.
Other Blanchard Surface Grinders are the Nos. 18;
18-C; 27-48-32-60; 36-60; 42-72; 42-72-84, and the
Automatic Grinders with from one to five spindles.

IHE IBLANCHARD MACHt'NE 'C'OMPANY
64 STATE STREET
CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSEliTS, U. S. A.
FREIGHT ADDRESS: BOSTON. MASS.

Cable Address: BLANCH MACH

fRONT VIEW
This is the opera·
tor's side of the
machine. with the
guards open and
the chuck in the
loading position. In
this view the head is
near the upper end
of its travel. Note
the close grouping
of controls. all con·
veniently near the
operator.
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REAR VIEW
This is the rear side,
showing the three
small motors and
the piping for the
coolant.
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BLANCHARD

NO. 11 GRINDER ....

OPE RAT ION The piece to be ground is simply laid
on the rotary magnetic chuck, and the switch closed,
magnetizing the chuck, and holding the work securely
in place. The operator then t.raverses the chuck hori
zontally until its center is under the face of the cylln
der wheel. In this position, t.he chuck is rotated
continuously. The water inside the wheel is turned on,
and the whee! head can be fed down",·ard, either by
hand or power, until the work has been ground down
to size. Size can be easily and closely controlled in any
one of three ways: 1 - By setting the automatic Ieed
st.op from a previous load of work which has been
correctly ground; 2 - By using the Blanchard Caliper
Attachment; or 3 - By grinding down to a coppered
V ·197

Blanchard makes wheels for use on Blanchard
Grinders. \Vhceb ~He wire-bound wit.h nO extra charge.
Glass tape is suustituted Jor wire where there is an
expressed preference for this type of winding. Wheels
are described in separate circular. supplied on request.
Diamond wheels may be used for grinding extremely
hard met.als and minerals.

WATERGUARDS

WHEEL DRESSER

or paint.ed size block. When grinding is completed, t.he
wheel head is quickly raised by power, the water
turned off, and the chuck traversed hack to loading
position.
The horizontal traverse of t.he chuck is not llsed in
grinding, but merely to move the chuck from loading
to grinding position and, back. All grinding is done
with rotary motion, the metal. being removed by a
rapid succession of gballow cuts over the entire surface
of the work. This is different from Blanchard Auto
matic Surface Grinders used for quantities of small
parts, in which the entire amount of stock is removed
at a single pass.
GRINDING WHEEL Blanchard Grinders use abrasive
wheels which are simply hollow cylinders, cutting on
one end.
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CYLINDER WHEEl HOLDERS This cylinder wheel
holder eliminates the use of wheel rings and sulphur
to mount cylinder wheels. The wheel holder provides
the advantage of rapid wheel changes, and is espe
cially useful ·when the grinder is on production work,
or where a variety of work requires frequent wheel
changes.
Blanchard quick change wheel holders for Blanchard
wheels are machined all over and thelr balance closely
checked.
WHEEL DRESSER Because the motion of the wheel
and chuck generates a true, flat surface on the work,
regardless of the shape of the wheel face, the
Blanchard grinding wheel needs no truing. Also, as
long as the wheel wears normally, it will remain sharp.
When natural wear is not sufficient, the dresser built

into the machine will quickly sharpen the wheel. The
actual dressing is done by a group of toothed steel
cutters on an am1 at the bottom oI a vert.ical bronze
shaft mounted in the wheel head. It is operated by a
handle that swings the cutters across the wheel sur
face. Micrometer adjustment for height is secured by
a hand nut, just. above the operating handle.
SPI ND LE The spindle is mounted on two anti-friction
bearings. The upper radial ball beanng is a pre
lubricated bearing. The lower bearing is a taper Toller
bearing. It is mounted directly in contact \vit.h the face
plate of the grinder, and is grease-lubricated through
a cup feed arrangement.
The upper radial hearing is so arranged that its
outer race receives the thrust in an upward direction
from the large pre-load springs. This, in effect., sup
ports t.he weight of the spindle assembly, amI pre-loads
the lower roller bearing.
This bearing system removes all backlash from the
spin dIe, pre-loads the thrust bearing, removes the
wdial clearance, and provide~ an accurate means of
pre-loading the oearings. Both of the bearings are
over-sized for the loads which they carry, and the
spindle is <lpproximately .'3 Yz inches in diameter for
mo~t of its length. The heavy faceplatei:; keyed to t.he
spindle. It is also held in position at the lower end of
the spinelle by a plate wit.h six cap screws. The rotor
is mounted directly on the spindle, and is balanced to
elimin8 te vihra bon.
DIRECT MO TOR 0 RIV E Originated by Blanchard in
1914, direct motor drive does away with all helts or
gea rs deli vering 100 % of the motor power to the
spindle. The electrical parts of the motor arc huilt
right into the wheel head. the rotor on the spindle
find the stator in :). bore in t.he wheel head, obviously
the most simple and efficient drive for a vertical
grinder spindle. The motor is cooled by air drawn in
at t.he top of the wheel head and expelled from an
opening at side of the wheel head. The standard mot.or
is a 15 HP induction motor, 1200 RPM, for 60-cycle
current, 3 phase. The same size motor is available for
50 cycles, running 1500 RPM.
Chuck rotation is driven by its own totally enclosed
motor, coupled to gear box. The wheel head is raised
and lowered by a torque motor, and the water pump
is driven hy its awn direct connected motor. Without
a belt. of any kind, the No. 11 Blanchard is truly direct
motor driven.
WHEEL HEAD This is a massive casting, bored to
receive the lower bearing, the direct drive spindle
motor and the upper bearing unit. It has air outlets ,
with large passages to circulate air through the motor
tor cooling. The slides are square, with three taper gibs.

COLUMN This member is of heavy box section,
rigidly supported at three widespread points on the
base. It carries the wheel head on square slides, the
feed screw bearing in a heavy boss between the slides
and the feed gear box. The torque motor that raises
and lowers the head is flange mounted on the rear
side of the column.
AL IGNMENT Because the heavy box-section column
is rigidly but adjustably secured to the base at three
widely separated points, it is easy to bring the spindle
square with the chuck at any time - and regardless
of wear in the bearings and slides. An old Blanchard
can be lined up as true as a new machine in a few
minutes by adjustment with the wrench furnished.
Close connection of head and column is desirable.
Placing the adjustment at base of column makes it
easily accessible and avoids unnecessary joints between
head and column.
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Plan of
3·point Column Support

Section Through
One Support Point

This same three-point column support makes it easy
to tilt the spindle for concave or convex work. The
adjusting washer at the rear point is graduated to
make it easier to duplicate settings for grinding such
work as circular saw blades or attrition mill plates.

The feed varia tor knob is graduated and numbered
for feeds from approx ..003" to .070" per minute by
steps of .006". Directly over the feed gear box is an
ammeter which shows the power being Llsed by the
wheel. This is a useful guide for rate of feed and dress~
ing of wheel.

BASE It is not necessary to provide a special founda
tion for the No. 11 Blanchard Grinder; the machine
will grind accurately on any floor that will support
it as the base is heavily ribbed for stiffness and rests
at three points on the floor.
The base is a one-piece casting which carries the
column and the sliding table, which in turn supports
the magnetic chuck. It also serves as the tank for 75
gallons of coolant.
WORK TABLE

Feed Control and BUilt-In Ammeter

FHD The wheel head is supported on a heavy feed
screw mounted in ball bearings in the column and
geared to a large graduated dial on the feed gear box.
One revolution of the dial is .050" feed of wheel head.
This dial carries the feed trip and is arranged to
unlock easily from its shaft for setting the zero point
and trip.
The hand wheel in front. of the dial makes one t.urn
for .025" feed of wheel head.
The power feed may be varied from approx.. 003"
to .070" per minute and is engaged by pulling down
the lever at the left of the box into horizontal position
and is disengaged either by pushing the lever upward
- or automatically by the feed trip on the dial. This
trip is a breaking-toggle mechanism, giving a quick
and complete disengagement of tbe pawl Irom the
ratchet wheel. Push buttons directly over the dial
operate a totally enclosed torque motor for rapid rais
ing or lowering of wheel head. The feed lever is inter
locked so this rapid motion cannot be used Mth the
feed engaged.
The dial is graduated to half thousandths, a dis
tance of about Yt Ii" on the dial being one thousandth.
4

The work to be ground is held on a
rotary magnetic chuck. ThiS chuck is carried in a table
body, sliding on the base. The work is simply laid on
the chuck, and held magnetically, or in the case of a
large ring, it may be merely centered by a plug or
stops, and not otherwise held. By means of the pilot.
wheel the table body, carrying the chuck, is moved
along the base to bring t.he center of the chuck ju ·t
under the near edge of the wheel. In that position the
chuck is rotated by power continuously in one direc
tion, and the wheel head fed gradually downwards
until the desired amount of metal has been removed.
The chuck is then moved out again, clear of the wheel,
and the work r moved. All grinding is done with the
chuck rotating in a fixed position - the sliding motion
is only for bringing the chuck clear of the wheel for
handling work. The grinding and the loading positions
are clearly shown in the diagram on page 2.
The chuck can be rotated by power in any of its
positions. This permits grinding pieces with a central
projection, or small pieces laid radially, with projec
tions above the ground surface at their ioner ends, as
the chuck need be moved under the wheel only far
enough to reach the surface to be ground.

ROTARY WORK MOTION The rotary motion used for
Blanchard Grinding has the following advantages:
1. The high work speed gives good wheel action and
p reven ts overhea ting.
2. The continuous circular group of work, revolving
constantly in one direction, has no "end pieces,"
keeps the wheel working all the time, and as all
pieces receive the same treatment, they are uni
formlyaccurate.
3. Mechanism and bearings are simple, rugged and
well protected.
4. No attachment is required for circular work.
5. Small floor space with no overhanging parts.

MAGNETIC CHUCK The chuck body is made from a
solid disc of forged steel in which are machined on one
side large concentric grooves t.o receive the coils, and
on the other side numerous small grooves which are
later filled with hard brass strip. Thus a continuous
layer of steel extends under t.he entire face of the
chuck, absolutely preventing any water from leaking
into the coils.
The coils are fonn wound, impregnated wit.h an
insulating compound and are sealed in place, making'
a solid chuck, with no air spaces.
The working face is composed of steel and brass in
alternate rings. So close is the spacing of the steel
poles that a piece of work as small as a five-cent piece
wilt touch two or more poles, no matter where placed.
This chuck will hold large or ~mall pieces equally well.
Once ground true it will remain so, much longer than
chucks haying cast iron and soIt metal in the face.
There is no soft metal in the face to charge with grit
and scratch the work.
The Blanchard Chuck is very powerful and holds
securely small, rough castings and forgings, making it
possible t.o chuck magnetically much work that on
other machines would require fixtures. Owing to t.he
close spacing of poles, it is not necessary to provide
perforated plates for locating any but t.he smallest
work.
Experience with thousands of these chuds has
shown t.hat they stand up under the most severe
service. The chuck for the No. 11 Blanchard Grinder
is 16" in diameter. Detailed specifications appear on
pages 7 and 8.
The chuck is supported on a large flat bearing, and
is centered by a short hub. The flat bearing and the
lower end of the hub are submerged in oil. The bear·
ings are thoroughly protected from water and dirt, as
are also the contact rings and brushes.
Tbe chuck circuit is wired completely. so that when
installing this machine it is only necessary to connect
tbe DC circuit to the chuck switch box, which takes
~"conduit, if no Neutrof1er is ordered.

CHUCK SPEED BOX The chuck is driven through a
four speed sliding gear box by an enclosed molar
coupled to the gear box. No clutch is used, the motor
being started and stopped by push buttons on the
front of the rnachine.
WATER SYSTEM AND GUARDS A motor driven cen
trifugal pump supplies coolant to the inside of the
grinding wheel and also directly to the work. All water
and chips drop from the table directly into the large
base tank which has a capacity of 75 gallons.
The water guards open at the operator's side of the

machine when the table is run out to the loading posi
tion. The table carries the end guard \vith it and the
operator slides a small front guard a short distance to
the right to provide the rest of the opening, which is
over 20 inches wick The guards confine the splash
and spray very effectively but allow clear view of the
work and ample clearance for loading, either by hand
or crane.

V·643

ELECTRICAL CONTROLS All starters and protective
relays for motors are mounted in a steel cabinet. on
the rear of the base, completely wired to motors and
push buttons. Only one connection to power circuit
is necessary when installing. Each motor has overload
and undervoltage protection and the motor which
rotates the work is interlocked to stop when the grind
ing wheel motor stops because of overload. Dis,connect
switch is interlocked with panel door. Push button
circuits are 115 volts. All electrical equipment is to
N.M.T. B.A. S tanda rds.
MAINTENANCE AND LUBRICATION All parts of the
Blanchard Grinder are designed for continuous servo
ice under manufacturing conditions.
Throughout the design of the Blanchard Grinder
special attention has been given to protection and
lubrication of working parts so as to insure durability
anel to reduce maintenance costs.
All important hearings have oil reservoirs and while
it is best to check the oil level daily, these reservoirs
hold enough oil for several days' operation.
The spindle and chuck bearings are fully protected
against dirt and water.
Taper gibs running the entire length of the head
make it easy to adjust t'or wear, and the three-point
~upport of the column provides an easy way to correct
the spindle alignment. Due to this feature the initial
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accuracy of the machine can be maint.ained without
rescraping or fitting slides. This greatly increases the
useful life of the machine, and saves maintenance.

CALIPER ATTACHMENT The Blanchard Caliper
measures worl< accurately while on the chuck and dur
ing grinding. The dial is set to zero with contact
button resting on a size block or finished piece of work.
When set, the Caliper will indicate in thousandths of
an inch the amount by which pieces passing under the
contact button exceed finished size, and will read zero
when finished size is reached. On most work, t.he read
ing can be taken without interrupting the grinding,
as the contact button is shaped to ride easily over the
edges of openings in the work or over the gaps between
pieces.
The No. ) 1. Caliper measures wor], up to 8 inches
high on the 16-inch chuck. It swings out of the way
into the corner of the water guard.

POWER TABLE TRAVERSE Power table traverse is
available for the No. It grinder to speed up the move
ment of the table from loading to grinding position,
and to help reduce operator fatigue, This is especially
useful on production work where both the loading and
grinding time is short.
A torque motor is rigidly mounted on the base of
the grinder connected to the table traverse pinion. The
movement of the table is controlled from a conven
iently placed push button and adjustable stops are
provided to position the table properly for grinding.

SHIPP1NC DATA

Net Weight
55 pounds
Gross Weight 70 pounds

Box Size
Cubic Feet
1/8" x 1'.')" x 7"
lYz

V.•J~

LOAD METER & FINE FEED PAWLS An ammeter,
measuring current to a lightly loaded induction motor,
is relatively insensitive to small changes of power. The
motor load indicator, however, with its built-in correc
t.ive network, is sensitive to the power, rather than the
current alone. The motor load indicator greatly facili
tates operation of No. 11 grinders which are used for
extremely accurate work, or on which the load is vel'Y
light.
Fine feed pawls, which provide feed of .0015" at the
finest setting, are used in conjunction with the load
meter.
v
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The current is turned on and off by a contactor con
trolled by a knee-operated button. This ensures the
current being off except when the demagnetizer is in
use.
The demagnetizer is usually wound for use on 110
volts or 220 volts, 60 cycles, single-phase alternating
current., but can be wound to order for other voltages.

QUICK TILTING DEVICE FOR CONCAVE OR CONVEX
GRINDING The three-point column support
(described on page 3) 'an be modified to provide
quick adjustment of one or two points with provision
for duplicating the settings. With quick adjl1 tment
of rear point only concave or convex surfaces are
ground. With adjustments at two points, other shapes
of surfaces can be ground, including some truly con
ical surfaces. Further in forma tion regarding concave
or convex grinding will be furnish d on receipt oJ
drawing, or sample, and full information as to the
req uiremen 1:s.

AD JUST ABLE GAP DEMA GNEll ZE R This demagnet
izer produces an intense alternat.ing- magnetic field
between its poles to demagnetize articles which are
placed in the gap and slowly withdrawn. Heavy high
speed steel tools are completely demagnetized in a
Jew seconds.
The non-magnetic metal tray or shelf supports the
worl, and protects the demagnetizer from water and
dirt.
The gap is adjustable {rom 1" to 6". A larger gap,
also heavier coils {or difficult materials such <:lS Alnico,
can be supplied to order.

CURRENT FOR MAGNETIC CHUCKS Direct current
must be used. \Vhere only alternating current is avaiI
al>le it is recommended that a Neutrofier be
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No. 11 SPECIFICATIONS
RANGE: 20" di,1I1wll'r x 7" high ov

l'

16" chuck wilh nf'W

cylinder whl'('·1.

WORKTABLE:

Blandwrd Onl'-f'il'C'(> Steel Magnptlc
Chuck, 16" cli~mpt.er with v~·, pole spl'lcing, VI" centl'1'
hole. Chuck u s din" ,t CLlITl'nt only, 1LO I' ~:W volt-.
If>6 walt required. 1.4 .1mpC'I"(}S on 110 volts. O.~ ampl'l'l'
on 220volts.
Note: Wher<~ direct eu rrent is not
NeutronPl'is mnple for one chuck.

<IVA

i bhk.

:l.11
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WHEEL: J 1" diameter. 5" deep. 1" thick (II" x 5" x 9")
wire banded cylinder whel'! (usable dppth 4 1/ j ' · ) .

SPEEDS: Wheel: 1200 HPM on 60 cycle. 1:)00 RPM on
50 cycle (m:.es wheel 10" x 4" X 8/1). Chuck: Four
geared speeds. 15, 24, 41, and 64 RPM on 60 cycle:
12,20,35, and 53 RPM on 50 cycle.
.

FEED:

Vertical down feed by hand or power. dial grad
uated in .0005" (Dials can be furnishe.d with m tric
graduations). Power feed variable from .003" to .070"
per minute on 60 cycle current (.003" \.0 .0;;8" pel- minul.e
on 50 cycle) with accurate automatic stol? Maximum
down feed befon> stop operates is .048". Wheel head has
rapid mise and lower by power, interlocked with feed.

WATE R SUP PLY: Easy cleaning tank in base,

(:3 paci t y
over 75 gallons. Motor driven centrifugal pump sub
merged in tank, 16 gallons per minutf! discharge. supply.
ing water inside the wheel and to outside nozzle through
%" pipes.
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flOOR SPACE and HEIGHT: Length 5' 3", width 3' 6".
Maximum height 6' S:Y.I·', minimum 5' 91J!". Height of
chuck from Hoor :37'h". S~e line dr:iwing for ot.her
dimensions.

WEIGHT: Grind!'l· with 16" Chuck and
S1;) nda I'd EC] u i plllcn t .
Dom~:stic Shipping

Weight .
Rxport Shippillg Wight.
Add for Calip 'I' Attachment
Export shipment in one cn aPiJl"Oxi
matcly G' 3" x 4' 3" x 6' 11" high:
t 75 cubic f('pt.

Net 547.5 lbs.
66001bs.
7000lb .
Net
551bs.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT:

Hi" Magnetic Chuck with
demagnetizing switch. outside chuck ring to hold small
work from ~liding. 15 HP motor built into wheel head.
rotor mounted on machine spindle. ammeter in wheel
motor circui!: 1 HP totally enclosed, ball baring motor
fOf table drive: Torque motor. totally enclosed, bull
bt'aring, for rapid raising 1'lnd )owPring of the head;
VI HP totally em:los d, ball bearing motor driven cool
ant pump. All with 115 volt push buttons on front of
machine completf'ly wired to control panel on back of
machine containing starters and protective relays for
all motol· and disconnect switch: one cylinder wheel
holder: wheel dresser built into head; water-guards and
pipin a : hoe for cleaning tank: set of wrenches; and
opemtor's handbook.
The right i.~ resen'ed 10 mahe such changes
and improvements os in our opinion may be desirable.

WORK DONE ON THE

NO. 11 GRIINDER
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TOOL & DIE MAKERS USE THE NO. 11
('Excellent
- Fast. - Accurate:' says this customer after more
than a year of tool room service. Jobs like these
require only a few minutes each on the No. 11. The
cylinder wheel covers the entire surface at. every revo
lution of the work. High work "jJeed and ample supply
of coolant eliminate any danger of he;:J.ting the work.
The Blanchard is a heavy and rigid l]lfl(;hine. permit.
ting the economical use of free, soH cutting wheels.
Savings in time and money, and opportunities to
release men from grinding to other work, make it
logical to install Blanchard Grinders in every tool
and die shop.

\\I-"'i

VARIETY WITH CONSISTENT PROFITS ON THE NO. 11
The photographs above were taken in t,he plant. of a
leading bone manufacturer - here the lots are small..
yet toleran cs of --- .0000" and - .OOOf)" are held with
ease. Parts fa nge from .3" to 8" in length; .01.'5" to
.020" of stock is ground off each surface; materials
are mild steel, Vulcan tool steel and machine steel.
This is a typical installation where the No. 11
Blanchard Grinder is earning profits on parts which
vary in quantity, length, thickness and material.

1

Thi~ job illustrates how
an awkward shape can he chud,ed if the qlJanbty
does not. justify a fixture. The vise and the jacks
are magnetically held. If a vise is not. available, heavy
~teel or cast-irOn blocks can be usee! in place of the
vIse Jaws.
Many irregular shapes can be held magnet.ically by
the use of blocks of steel to support. and block the
work.
These Nomag Cast-Iron Half Coil Cases are 1214"
x 5 %" x 2" and ;/11 ;" to ~" of stock is removed per
side to limit.s of ±.OIO". Ten pieces arC ground per
hour.

HALF COIL CASE ON NO. 11

GLASS AND QUARTZ GRINDING Blanchard Surface
Grinders have made remarkable records of produc
tion and accuracy in the optical indust.ry. It is no
exaggeration to say thai Blanchard Grinding has
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The grinding time is less than 3 minutes; stock re
moval .085". A 120 grit diamond wheel is used.

QUARTZ CRYSTALS

w-ss'
revolutionized the gr.inding of AaL ~'urfaces on pri!'n1s,
lenses, reticles and filters.
A further Blanchard development. is the grinding
of quartz wafers, used in radio frequency control,
to a finish and accuracy that. prepare!' them for the
final lapping, tum hling or ctchi ng- operation. One
machine is said by its owner to have paid for itself
in one month, so great was the labor saving.
Other new developments are the grinding of sap
phire jewels fOr bearings, small porcelain parts for
electrical apparatus, wafers of silicon and pieces of
agate.
These materials are held on magnetic plat s for
grinding by means of suitable adhesive SlH:h as re,;in,
wax 01' shellac.
The methods developed for glass are applicable
to many other pieces which cannot be held either
magnetically or by usual mechanical methods be
cause of their material or their small size.
We invite inquiries regarding the grinding of unu
sual materials, either metallic or non-metaUic,

·3,:

This photograph shows a fixture load of 48 prisms
ready for grinding t.he hypotenuse. The "v'" block
fixture is held magnetically on the Blanchard chuck.
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In the manufacture of quartz
cry ·tal.; used for radio frequency control, the grind
ing of the parallel ides from the rough sawed Sllr
faces ready for the final lapping, etching or tumbling
is best done by Blanchard Grinding. The 'miaces
procluc· d are extremely flat and any degree of sur
face finish decirahle in this operation is readily
obtained.
The'e quartz crystals are !l~ ,;" x \J~ I;" x .015" to
.0:"0" finished thickn . '. 'The stock removal per side
is .0Ui" to limits of :.....0005".800 to 1000 pieces (1600
to 2000 surface~) are ground per hour.

\\'·8b2

OIL BURNER HOUSINGS
raUl' housingr; are located
over plugs and clamped a~ainst. sides of a fixture hlock
which is screwed to chuck. No magne -ism is used.
Flanges are ground to clean up pal'aJlel to hore <Ind
in correct angular po,'iLion. Fixture is easily removed
so t.hat magnetic chu 'k can be used for ot.her work.
Cast iron pa rt~ are 4 %" x Fl" x 4 ~~ ". 15 pieces per
hour are ground, removing up to %" stock from one
surface to clean up.

BUSHINGS These bushings are held on the magnetic
chuck and because of their height, almost twice their
diameter, they need to be securely blocked by steel
parallels and blocks.
Note that in this, as in so many other setups on the
Blam:harcl, all holding is magnetic and the machine
can be cleared for other work in a minute.

the plate which is held magnetically for grinding. A
size block helps detennine finished size readily.
Copper and Silver • Stock per side .005" • limits ± .001"
No. of Sides 1 . 20-24 pieces per hour with an 8 micro inch
finish

Bushings are cast-iron, Pis" a.D. %" LD. x 2 \1:2"
long. Stock removal from two sides is .010" per side
to limits of ± .005". Production is at the rate of 60
pieces (120 surfaces) per hour.

W.IOG!

TRANSMISSION HOUSINGS Large housings like this
are located on a previously machined surface and
clamped at three points. They are held in position
by a quick-acting clamp operated by a tee wrench.
This has proved an ideal method of finishing these
parts.

,,'. II..

Cast I ron . Stock per side .010" to .015" • Limits ~: .002" •
Flat to .001" . Dimensions lOI/.!" x 11 l/.!" • No. on Chuck 1 •
30 pieces per hour

High Finish on Clutch Pressure Plate

If you are anxious to make worthwhile savings on
operations of this character, Blanchard engineers will
welcome an opportunity to study your problems and
submit practical suggestions for increasing your profits
by Blanchard Grinding.

'N-'l61

l: I
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ELECT RrCA l CONT AC TS These copper and silver con
tacts are held on a steel ring with four screws from
bottom of ring in each. There are twelve pieces on

BEARING WASHERS This hardened steel washer,
only lJ :1:/' diameter, is so small that it has to be lo
cated over one of the brass rings in the chuck lace.
Two sLeel rings are laid on the chuck and 109 of
these little washers are placed hetween them. Produc
tion depends on the handling time, and the figure
given is the actual production of a good operator but
not necessarily the maximum that is possible.
N

O. Dia . . . 191" I. Dia. . . 068 thick' Stock per side .003"
• limits::!::: .0005" parallel .0005" • No. of Sides 2 • 300 Pieces
(600 surfaces) per hour
"/31 "
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MAGNETIC FACE PLATES

This is a brass plate fitted
with steel pin inserts to conduct magnetism to the
narrow locating rim. The hub which projects beyond
the rim sets over a pin in a counterbored hole.
There are many other types of magnetic face plate
designs to hold pieces which cannot be held securely
by normal methods.

BRASS RING GEARS The sides of these ring gears
are ground to improve the parallelism and finish.
They are held on the magnetic chuck by means of
three steel blocks placed inside the gear and pushed
out by hand firmly against the bore. As the wheel is
continuously in contact with the work at two points
while grinding, no other hold down is needed.
These brass ring gears measure 12%" 0.0. 9%"
I.D. x %" thick and .012" of stock is removed from
each side to limits of .00 I" flat and parallel. Two sides
are ground at the rate of 7 pieces (14 surfaces, 2
operations on each) per hour.

W-791

ROCKER ARMS These steel forgings are held directly
on the chuck with one end overhang-ing to allow a
projection to clear the chuck. A simple locating fix
ture consisting of a toothed center and a notched
outer ring keeps the pieces in position and prevents
any movement that might cause the overhanging
part to ride up on the chuck.
The stock is forged steel and .005" is removed
from each side to limits of ±.OOl", parallel .0005".
Production is at the rate of 235 pieces per hour.
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SEMI-STEEL COMPRESSOR HEADS Here arc semi
cast steel compressor heads being ground on a No. 11
Blanchard Surface Grinder to the almost unbelievable
flatness of .000007", The finish measures 6 micro
inches. Yet this is a regular production job in a lead
ing electrical products manufacturing plant. The
heads are 7" in diameter and 3%" thick. .005" of
stock is ground off one surface. Production averages
40 parts per hour.

SEWING MACHINE RODS For the 'hop that ha.
'mall lot of mi "ellaneous parts, a smaU Blan 'hard
rin leI' i· a mo:t profitabl lI1Ve,"tment. The 16"
'hu 'k is large enough to hold s vend piece' at a
tim . and wiIJwing 'inO'le pi c . up to 20" diameter.
hu king i magnetic. 0 no time i' lost. in settlng up.
One wh 1 can (yrind a wide variety of work.
3140 Steel' Stock per ide .012" • Limits
Sides 2 • 40 pieces (80 surfaces) per hour

.001"· No. of

COPPER LUGS Both sides of the a lings are ground
to dose limit.s for parallelism. Floor to floor time is
less than two minutes each. These lugs are 5 Y.2" long,
1%" wide.
This is a good example of work with a projecting
surface that. can be ground to advantage on a
Blanchard. The lugs are mount.ed in fixtures with
the round end t.oward th center of he chu 'k. The
chu'k is moved under the whe I to t.h proper depth,
and then the wbeel is fed down until all the surra e
on one side are ground clean.
vVheth r your work requires fine finj:h or extreme
accuracy - whether it requires light finishing cut or
hoggirw cut~." the Blanchard No. 11 will do the job
quickly and economically.

SILICON WAFERS In this application, the No. 11,
'with 16" chuck, i· grinding 150 ilicon wafers in a
single load. 'Vafer: are readily mounterl on plates with
melted wax. Application of heat quickly releases them
for unloading. This is a typical set-up for either silicon
or germanium part,s commonly used in transistors.

Steel Forging • Stock per s"de .015" • lim its ± .001" . No, of
Sides 2 • 120 pieces (240 surfaces) per hour

Silicon • 1" dia. x .008" • Stock per side .004" • Limits
== .00025" No. of sides 2 • 900 pieces (1800 surfaces) per hour

wlnl
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